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Abstract
Within the broad spectrum of movement disorders, tics and functional tic-like movements
belong to a particular clinical category. Both types of movements are within the range of normal
movement kinematics and muscle synergies, but appear repetitive and without appropriate
context embedment. Historically, there have been many attempts to separate the 2 types of
movements, but because of their phenomenological overlap, clinical distinction may be prone
to error, and misdiagnoses may often occur. Most importantly, the 2 types of movement may
coexist. Here, we review the available literature on the 2 types of motor phenomena and
demonstrate some of the diﬃculties in distinguishing tics from functional tic-like movements
on clinical grounds. We also highlight similarities and diﬀerences in pathophysiologic characteristics, documenting the signiﬁcance of action monitoring, attentional allocation, and behavioral reinforcement in both types of movements, as well as in their risk factors. We discuss
the overlap of current behavioral treatments for tics and functional tic-like movements and
emphasize implications of diagnostic mislabeling. Such implications include the need to tailor
behavioral treatment approaches to individual phenomenological proﬁles and guiding decision
making for severe patients requiring invasive interventions, such as deep brain stimulation. A
deeper insight from clinicians with respect to persisting challenges in classifying and diﬀerentiating these motor phenomena could accelerate the development of reliable clinical and
physiologic markers (i.e., next generation phenotyping) and a neurobiology-driven therapeutic
approach for these motor phenomena.
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Glossary
CBI = cognitive behavioral intervention; DBS = deep brain stimulation; TS = Tourette syndrome.

Tics represent a rather particular category of movement disorders. Rather than being an unnatural, involuntary, and
nonphysiologic movement pattern (as seen in dystonia or
myoclonus for example), tics are within the range of volitional
movement kinematics and muscle synergies.1 The abnormality is instead at the level of control, that is, whether and
when a movement will occur.
Historically, tics have been separated from another disorder also
characterized as a problem of willed control over movement:
functional/psychogenic movement disorders.2 However, here,
we suggest that because they share phenomenological traits, it is
highly likely that they may overlap and people classiﬁed as
having tics may in fact have functional tic-like movements, and
vice versa. Perhaps underappreciated, both movement disorders
could coexist, and there are no reliable clinical or neurophysiologic biomarkers that clearly distinguish one from the other.
The appreciation of the possible coexistence of tics and functional tic-like movements in the same patient should inﬂuence
management approach, including selection for invasive/
experimental treatments, such as deep brain stimulation (DBS).

Two syndromes or one?
A single tic is indistinguishable from a rapid voluntary
movement.3 Any biomechanically possible movement with
muscle activation parameters within those accessible for
normal voluntary movement may occur as a tic behavior.
These same parameters can deﬁne functional tic-like movements. Therefore, on the exclusive basis of a rapid focal
movement (e.g., a head jerk or a blink), in the absence of
historical context, it may not be possible to clinically classify it
as a voluntary action, a tic, or a functional tic-like movement.
However, with longer duration of observation, the ability to
distinguish these phenomena is improved. Another criterion
to distinguish between the diﬀerent types of motor behaviors
could be the frequency of their occurrence. However, this
criterion is most likely not suﬃcient to diﬀerentiate between
tics and functional tic-like movements, as their frequency is
dictated by clinical severity in both disorders. The addition of
historical information including symptom reports beyond
those reﬂected in observable motor phenomena adds another
(and arguably most important) level of diagnostic information. This is perhaps why clinical research to date aimed
at distinguishing between tics and functional tic-like movements has emphasized syndromic features.
Current clinical framework separating tics
from functional tic-like movements
The earliest study addressing the clinical features between
patients with functional tic-like movements (n = 9;
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“psychogenic movement disorders resembling tics”) and
Tourette syndrome (TS), the prototypical primary tic disorder, showed that unlike the latter, the former exhibit lack of
premonitory urges and inability to suppress unwanted motor
behaviors.4 Other features of functional tic-like disorders included female preponderance, the presence of additional
functional movement disorders, lack of response to typical
anti-tic medications, and the absence of a family history of tic
disorders. A subsequent study complemented this list of
clinical clues with data collected from a group of 12 patients
diagnosed with functional tic-like movements.5 In these
patients, the distribution of tic-like movements lacked the
characteristic rostrocaudal gradient typical for tics in patients
with TS. Indeed, in patients diagnosed with functional tic-like
movements, the cranial region was not as commonly aﬀected
as the trunk or the extremities. Also, the functional tic-like
movements commonly interfered with the execution of voluntary actions (“blocking tics”) and pali-, echo-, or coprophenomena, which are characteristic although not
necessarily frequent in patients with primary tic disorders and
TS, were not observed. Furthermore, functional tic-like
movements lacked the characteristic waxing and waning of
symptoms that is nearly universally present in patients with
primary tic disorders and TS, particularly at younger ages.
Taken together, these 2 studies provided the basic framework
to distinguish patients with functional tic-like disorders from
patients with primary tic disorders on the basis of their clinical
characteristics.
Overlap between tics and tic-like movements
A challenging problem is that some people exhibit features
observed in both primary tics and functional tic-like disorders,
similar to patients with epilepsy, who may present with both
epileptic and nonepileptic seizures.6 Indeed, overlap between
neurologic illness and functional neurologic symptoms is
a common phenomenon across the spectrum of neurologic
disorders.7 The presence of echophenomena was previously
documented in 1 patient with functional tic-like movements.8
Moreover, repetitive vocalizations, including repetitive
swearing, were noted in a group of 13 patients, which supported an initial diagnosis of a primary tic disorder; however,
on reevaluation by TS experts, these patients were subsequently reclassiﬁed as functional.9 Of note, behaviors resembling coprolalia of functional nature were already
documented by Charcot.2 We have reported an insidious
childhood onset, tic-like behaviors involving the face, and
ability to suppress tic-like movements in some of these
patients.9 Some patients even endorsed sensory phenomena
preceding tic-like movements. It is notable that sensory
phenomena (e.g., pressure sensation or feeling overwhelmed
with energy) are commonly reported in people with
dissociative seizures and people with anxiety and panic
Neurology.org/N
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disorder.10,11 Arguably, each of these clinical characteristics
would support the diagnosis of a primary tic disorder. However, in all these cases, the sum of clinical features was atypical
when compared with the syndromic characteristics of patients
with primary tic disorders. For example, in some patients, the
ﬁrst symptom preceding the manifestation of tic-like behaviors
was a diﬀerent movement disorder, such as tremor, and in
patients where voluntary suppression of tics was possible, this
was associated with unusual phenomena, such as malaise, pain,
or nausea. Also, the qualitative descriptions of sensory premonitions were unusual compared with reports of patients with
TS (e.g., sudden energy pulse) and often did not localize to the
ticcing body area. Moreover, swearing that was classiﬁed as
functional coprolalia in these patients was diﬀerent from the
coprolalic behaviors encountered in TS. For example, although
coprolalic tics are usually brief and uttered as either complete or
incomplete words between sentences, and often with alterations in pitch, tone, and pronunciation, repetitive swearing in
patients with functional tic-like behaviors did not have these
characteristics.9 The repertoire of swearing included an unusually long list of diﬀerent words or even complex sentences,
which on occasion were context dependent. It should be noted
that the possibility that some of these patients might have also
had tics at some point in their lives was not excluded.
From the above, it becomes clear that an approach based on
syndromic characteristics can be fraught with many challenges
in distinguishing tics from functional tic-like movements.
Moreover, patients with tics may also exhibit functional ticlike movements, and the overlay may be more common than
currently recognized. Overlapping clinical features may point
toward an overlap in the mechanisms that produce tics and
functional tic-like movements.

Convergent pathophysiology within
neural pathways of volition
In primary tic disorders, including TS, 2 pathophysiologic
views dominate the literature. In 1 inﬂuential account, enhanced reinforcement learning underlies the manifestation
of tic behaviors.12 Tics are the result of pathologically reinforced motor programs mediated through abnormally enhanced dopaminergic neurotransmission.12,13 In this
account, tic behaviors are related to habitual behaviors.13 An
alternative theory suggests that tics represent unleashed
movement fragments resulting from gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA)-ergic disinhibition within the cortico-basal
ganglia-thalamo-cortical loops.14 Here, the tic generator is
viewed as a disinhibited and hyperexcitable loop on which
some level of cortical control can modulate the onset and
type of tic behavior.14 Animal models and neuropathologic
studies support this hypothesis.14 Repetitive cranial and limb
movements resembling human tics were generated by
microinfusing GABAA receptor antagonists in the sensorimotor portion of the striatum of rodents15 and small primates16 (striatal disinhibition model). Likewise, the
Neurology.org/N

unilateral disinhibition of the nucleus accumbens generated
vocalizations with face validity for vocal tics.17 Of interest,
the timing of tic-like movements in these disinhibition
models appears to be modulated by motor cortical excitatory
inputs to the striatum.18 Moreover, the limited neuropathologic evidence supports disinhibition by showing decreased
numbers of inhibitory interneurons in striatal regions.19
Overall, these 2 apparently discrepant theories may in fact be
complementary. Both propose that tics are generated within
the neural pathways that also generate voluntary actions due
to abnormally increased gain of speciﬁc neuromotor signals.
The same neural pathways are also proposed as being involved in the generation of the abnormal motor output in
functional neurologic disorders.20 Abnormally strong “predictions”21 or “representations”20 of abnormal motor output
enacted by an excessive allocation of attention toward the
body are key pathophysiologic features. The output are
movements that appear voluntary (because they require attention to manifest and are improved by distraction), but lack
a sense of agency or control over them.20,21 Enhanced limbiccortical drive may speciﬁcally be involved in the selection and
reinforcement of abnormal motor programs.20 Indeed, conditioning and reinforcement of abnormal patterns of movement and behavior have also been proposed in functional
neurologic disorders, particularly in people with dissociative
seizures.22 Such “habitual” responses can be considered similar to abnormally strong representations or predictions.
Attention
Although the aforementioned pathophysiologic models of tics
and functional tic-like movements diﬀer, current evidence
suggests overlapping features. Indeed, attention is a signiﬁcant
factor in the expression of not only functional tic-like movements but also tics: the frequency and severity of tics increases
if they become the center of attentional focus and characteristically decreases during distraction or engagement in other
cognitive or physical activities.23,24 The role of attention as
a prerequisite in the generation of abnormal motor output
may be stronger in functional tic-like movements than in tics.
Most, but not all, functional motor patterns cannot be generated without a degree of attentional allocation,24 but tics
probably more commonly occur without patients attending to
them, even in the complete absence of explicit awareness over
their occurrence (e.g., oculomotor tics). Based on our experience, this is observed in a proportion of pediatric patients
with less awareness of their tic behaviors, or at least ﬂuctuating
awareness of tics, but also in a subgroup of adult patients with
long-standing history of tics,25 in whom the chronic presence
of tics might have led to attenuation of their conscious perception, as they become engrained in patterns of “normal
motor behaviors.”26 Also, people with certain neuropsychiatric disorders where tics are prevalent, as, for example, in
autism spectrum disorder, are often unaware of having tics,
although they are capable of recognizing them in others.27
This is strongly contrasted with the perception of movements
in functional tic-like disorders, where patients are typically
Neurology | Volume 93, Number 17 | October 22, 2019
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very aware of their abnormal motor behaviors. Neurophysiologic evidence from movement-related cortical potentials
also supports this view. Although movement-related cortical
potentials are common to both tics and functional tic-like
movements, they precede tics less commonly,28 suggested to
reﬂect, at least partially, diﬀerences in the explicit attention
allocated to the generation of these motor events.29 Behaviorally, the more attention-demanding functional tic-like
movements typically interfere with and disrupt the ongoing
execution of equally attention-demanding voluntary motor
behaviors more often and to a greater extent than tics.5
Perception and intention
A second important overlapping feature relates to the subjective experience of tics and functional tic-like movements.
The hallmark feature of patients with functional movement
disorders is the experience of abnormal movements as involuntary.30 However, labeling of motor output within the
voluntary-involuntary continuum is also explicitly diﬃcult in
patients with tics, despite the fact that they can control their
movements temporarily on demand. Of interest, patients with
either type of movement disorder show comparable abnormalities in both their perception and experience of voluntary
actions.31,32 Delayed awareness of the voluntary intention to
act has been demonstrated both for adult patients with tic
disorders and functional movement disorders compared with
healthy controls. This ﬁnding hints toward similarities of the
cognitive mechanisms associated with monitoring of motor
intentions and actions.31,32 It has been proposed that delayed
awareness of volition in patients with functional movement
disorders, as, for example, functional tremor, may reﬂect
a general neurocognitive vulnerability in perceiving voluntary
motor events as involuntary.31 An alternative explanation put
forward is that delayed awareness of volition in adults could in
fact reﬂect a perceptual adaptation to detect voluntary motor
signals against a background of increased neuromotor
noise.32,33 According to this account, in both disorders, perceptual learning of neuromotor signals related to voluntary
actions could be impaired. Patients with increased levels of
neuromotor noise would also experience greater impairments.
Indeed, in adolescents with tic disorders, stronger experience
of premonitory urges was associated with greater delay in the
detection of volition.33
Importantly, diﬃculties in the detection of voluntary actions
may also be intrinsically linked with deﬁcit in the overall experience of volition. Indeed, both in tic disorders and functional movement disorders, impairments in the sense of
agency for voluntary actions have been documented.34,35
However, diﬀerent from patients with functional movement
disorders, who showed reduced sense of agency over voluntary actions,34 adults with TS were found to have increased
sense of agency,35 judging to be more in control of their
voluntary actions than they actually were. Although the tasks
to explore sense of agency that were applied were diﬀerent
for the 2 clinical populations, the directionality of ﬁndings
could hint toward cardinal pathophysiologic similarities and
4
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diﬀerences. On the one hand, they indicate that in both disorders, there is an intrinsic disturbance of action monitoring.
But, whereas in functional movement disorders, strong priors
are suggested to alter the sensory consequences of actions,21
so that they are perceived as involuntary, in tic disorders, there
appears to be enhanced intention attribution, so that events
that are externally guided are judged as voluntary, predominantly based on the matching of intention and outcome.35 Of note, a model where abnormally precise priors
underlie the pathophysiologic basis of premonitory urges and
tics has been recently proposed.36 Clinical evidence provides
support for this model. Indeed, despite the variability and the
lack of precision in describing urges, for every particular urge
sensation, there appears to be only a very speciﬁc type of tic
movement (or sound) that can satisfy it. In other words, tics
may represent motor events that constitute direct responses
aiming to match a speciﬁc preceding sensory experience.
Although the aforementioned diﬀerences could be attributed
to several yet underexplored or even unknown factors, the age
at symptom onset—typically childhood in tic disorders vs
adolescence or adulthood in functional movement
disorders—could be an important determinant. Indeed, the
consequences of impaired action monitoring throughout the
development and reﬁnement of the voluntary motor system
in children could be diﬀerent from a similar impairment in
adulthood. However, no longitudinal studies have explored
the development of action monitoring from childhood to
adulthood in patients and healthy subjects. Hence, we cannot
distinguish whether the changes in action monitoring in
adults with TS or functional movement disorders are the
result of core pathologic mechanisms or of compensatory
processes.
Behavioral reinforcement
In patients with tic disorders, strong stimulus-response associations point toward an abnormally enhanced dopaminergic
reinforcement system, which in turn facilitates the formation
and maintenance of novel tic behaviors.37 The same underlying mechanism might also characterize patients with
functional tic-like movements, particularly cases in which the
repertoire of the movement is restricted to speciﬁc eﬀectors
only (i.e., few and consistent tic-like movements over time).

Shared risk factors
The probability of developing any disorder increases with the
accumulation of determinants, that is, attributes, events, or
environmental factors known as risk factors. Diﬀerent neuropsychiatric disorders may share common risk factors, including family history, prenatal events (e.g., maternal smoking
and stress), early stressors and life events, personality proﬁles,
and spectrum of comorbidities. In turn, overlapping risk
factors but also factors that modulate disease course across
disorders may indicate an overlap in pathophysiologic
mechanisms.
Neurology.org/N
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Anxiety
Both tic disorders and functional movement disorders are
associated with a high prevalence of concurrent anxiety
disorders.38,39 Clearly, anxiety disorders are also prevalent in
many neuropsychiatric conditions and other movement disorders, such as Parkinson disease40 and dystonia.41 However,
in tic disorders, anxiety symptoms—including social anxiety
and perceived social threat—and psychosocial stressors are
speciﬁcally associated with tic impairment42 and, therefore,
are likely to play an important role in the exaggeration and
propagation of tics. Unsurprisingly, the accumulation of major
life events correlates both with tic severity and anxiety levels.43
Similarly, the somatic experience of anxiety and panic in
patients with functional movement disorders following traumatic events, such as a physical injury, could precipitate
functional neurologic symptoms, including movement disorders such as functional tic-like movements.44
Alexithymia and obsessive-compulsive
personality disorder
The inability to identify and label emotional states in oneself
and others, alongside increased obsessionality, which predisposes to patterns of mental controlling and checking at the
expense of cognitive ﬂexibility, may further reinforce abnormal beliefs and expectations and predispose to the manifestation and persistence of functional movement disorders.21,38
Although alexithymia was not found to be more common in
tic disorders than healthy controls,45 it is important to note
that autism spectrum disorder may coexist with a tic disorder,27 and people with autism spectrum disorder are very
often alexithymic.46 Notably, in both tic disorders and functional neurologic disorders, a reduced capacity to attend to
bodily signals (e.g., heartbeats) has been described.47,48 This
may, in turn, further contribute to perceptual sensory uncertainty, which, together with the tendency of patients from
both groups to jump to conclusions, that is, making probabilistic inferences more impulsively than controls,49,50 may
predispose to the development or perpetuation of abnormal
motor output. In addition, the association of tics with
obsessive-compulsive disorder is well established, and it may
often be impossible to distinguish whether certain repetitive
behaviors are tics or the results of obsessions and compulsions.51 Although there are diﬀerences between obsessivecompulsive personality disorder and obsessive-compulsive
disorder, we do note the co-occurrence of mental inﬂexibility
and obsessionality in both groups of patients.
Positive family history
Indeed, the manifestation of TS is 10–100 times more common in ﬁrst-degree relatives compared with the general
population. However, despite recent advances in the genetic
basis of primary tic disorders, the molecular basis of tic generation remains elusive. Conversely, in patients with functional tic-like movements, family history is typically negative
for tic disorders. One caveat of course is that functional
movement disorders may be familial,52 so the presence or
absence of family history comparing tics with functional ticNeurology.org/N

like movements is not particularly helpful. Overall, the relative
contribution of genetic and shared environmental factors to
the inheritability of both disorders remains uncertain.

Convergence of treatment strategies
The pharmacologic response of tics to antipsychotics has released it from interpretative psychoanalytic views. On this account, antidopaminergic treatments, the most eﬃcacious
pharmacologic agents to date, impede the process of stimulusresponse associations and thereby decrease tic severity and the
development of new tics. The typical eﬀect sizes on tic severity
of antipsychotic drugs, compared with placebo, correspond to
standardized mean diﬀerences approximately ranging between
0.5 and 0.75, with inadequate evidence of superiority of one
drug of this class relative to another.53 However, their eﬃcacy is
counterbalanced by a serious adverse eﬀect proﬁle that requires
close monitoring, in many cases even leading to treatment
discontinuation. Moreover, not all patients respond to these
treatments or respond equally to the same dose, which could be
also due to heterogeneity of eﬀect of dopaminergic modulation
on the basic pathophysiologic mechanisms of tics. Moreover,
there is no evidence to date that guides appropriate patient
selection for pharmacologic treatments, and polypharmacy
may sometimes be the preferred solution.
Patients with functional tic-like movements characteristically
lack a sustained response to classic anti-tic medication.4,5,9
There is an emerging literature on the use of behavioral
methods (predominantly delivered by specialist physiotherapists and cognitive behavioral psychologists) where
patients with functional movement disorders are taught
competing/distracting maneuvers to prevent and stop the
abnormal movements.54 Attentional diversion onto the goal
of movement and away from the body itself is a key feature of
such treatments.54
A very similar behavioral approach to treatment is also used in
tic disorders, either in place of pharmacologic treatments (e.g.,
ﬁrst-line treatment or on pharmacologic treatment failure) or
as add-on components. Habit reversal, either as a stand-alone
treatment or as part of a multicomponent cognitive behavioral
intervention (CBIT), facilitates awareness of bodily signals
related to tics and instructs patients to perform competing
voluntary actions to block the impeding tic behavior.55 Additional behavioral treatment components of CBIT include
relaxation training and functional intervention, which aim at
enabling patients with tics to identify and manage precipitants
and triggers that may worsen tic behaviors.55 Unsurprisingly,
these components are also key therapeutic elements in the
behavioral management of patients with functional movement disorders.54 Of note, approximately 50% of patients with
tic disorders will respond to behavioral treatments as CBIT
with comparable eﬀect sizes to those of medication. However,
the presence of anxiety disorders, and also premonitory urges,
has been associated with lower tic reduction following
Neurology | Volume 93, Number 17 | October 22, 2019
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nonpharmacologic interventions, including CBIT.56 Although the role of premonitory urges in the occurrence and
perpetuation of tic behaviors remains unclear, pharmacologic
treatment of commonly occurring comorbidities, such as
anxiety disorder or depression, may further augment the
therapeutic success of behavioral interventions over abnormal
motor behaviors, both in tic disorders and functional movement disorders.

(Mis)Diagnostic implications
Accurate diagnostic labeling in hyperkinetic tic-like disorders
can be challenging, and etiologic misattribution or misdiagnoses often occur. Tics, for example, are still often viewed
as the result of a “psychological disorder,” and patients may be
advised to undergo psychological therapies based on psychodynamic models of behavior for their “maladaptive motor
output.” Conversely, abnormal movements in patients with
functional tic-like disorders may also be mislabeled as tics and
these patients misdiagnosed with a primary tic disorder.
Although the occurrence of functional tic-like movements is
relatively rare among the entire spectrum of functional
movement disorders, such cases are regularly encountered in
specialist tic disorders clinics. Most importantly, patients may
also present with both types of movements, either for the
same movement pattern—a phenomenon typically known as
functional overlay—or for diﬀerent motor behaviors. Such
cases have been previously documented in the literature,57
and indeed, a functional etiology of acute episodic worsening
of tic-like behaviors in patients with primary tics has been
noted.58 Particularly noteworthy are cases with documented
tic remission over adolescence and a sudden re-emergence or
acute worsening of abnormal motor behaviors later in life.
Crucially, the clinical characteristics of these behaviors are
diﬀerent at the time of re-emergence, including the associated
subjective experience, their complexity, and their response to
classic anti-tic pharmacology. Functional tic-like movements
(or sounds), when interpreted as tics in patients with tic
disorders, are usually refractory to treatments that may be
eﬀective in tics, thus leading to a clinical label of “treatment
refractory tic disorder” in some patients. Such cases are of
particular importance as failure of multiple treatments and
dramatic clinical presentation may lead to the indication of
invasive procedures such as deep brain stimulation. Reports of
patients who experienced miraculous and persistent recovery
of their abnormal motor behaviors following deep brain
stimulation could also indicate that they had functional tic-like
movements.59 Failure to recognize functional tic-like movements either as the sole clinical presentation or as functional
overlay in the presence of a primary tic disorder may also have
important research implications. Results from genetic studies,
pathophysiologic studies, and therapeutic clinical trials may be
“contaminated” by combining participants with diﬀerent
phenomena and/or rating tics and functional tic-like movements as if they were the same phenomenon.
6
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Conclusions: The end of
the beginning?
Here, we attempted to demonstrate some of the diﬃculties in
distinguishing tics from functional tic-like movements. We
highlighted signiﬁcant overlap between clinical, pathophysiologic, and treatment characteristics of both types of movements and of shared risk factors (ﬁgure). We do not suggest
that tics and functional tic-like movements are the same
phenomenon. However, we do emphasize that for some cases,
a clear distinction of abnormal motor behaviors within the tic/
functional tic-like movement spectrum is currently impossible. Most importantly, we emphasize that both types of
movements may co-occur. Left unaddressed in this critical
review, given its greater philosophical complexity, is the very
framework of disease nosology: diseases “exist” or not based
on features clinicians can make sense of, under the expectation that biology and pathophysiology should correspond
with clinical constructs. Biology-driven phenotyping remains
aspirational for even common diseases.60
At the present time, our knowledge of both tics and functional
tic-like movements is insuﬃcient to provide a solution to our
diagnostic diﬃculties. However, we believe that it is important
for the movement disorder community to accept that the
issue is a real one and to recognize the potential implications.
In this sense, our purpose is to shift this issue from an “unknown unknown” to a “known unknown.” This allows us at
the very least to be aware of the potential problems it might
cause in our clinical and research practice and to do our best to
ameliorate the gap, while gathering data that will help us to
eventually bridge it. Clinicians should be particularly vigilant
in considering the possibility of functional tic-like movements
in patients with tics who are refractory to multiple interventions or who present with dramatic and overwhelming
exacerbations of symptoms. The possibility of functional ticlike movements (as a “pure” phenomenon or overlay) should
be actively considered when a patient is referred for invasive/
experimental treatments such as DBS. We should be cautious
in weighing up the meaning of sudden and dramatic resolution of tics following DBS and be open to the possibility that
the patient could have had functional tic-like movements as
the predominant problem. We should use existing evidence
on the clinical diﬀerentiators between tics and functional ticlike movements to guide the design of our genetic and clinical
databases and clinical trials for people with tics so that we do
as much as we can to avoid including people with functional
tic-like movements as the sole or predominant cause of their
symptoms. This process oﬀers us the best chance to uncover
the mysteries that still shroud the pathophysiology of tics and
functional tic-like movements and to arrive at successful
evidence-based treatments for both disorders.
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Figure Differences and overlap in Tourette and functional tic-like movements
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also often present with tics. cLess commonly reported in
functional tic-like movements, but possible. Qualitative
descriptions of sensory antecedents of abnormal motor
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